THE COTTAGE CHEESE

Full of pot bellied TV producers
Wide range of expensive ales
Ancient Egyptian Sandwiches
A REAL ALE PUB - WITH POSH CARPETS

THE BARLEY RUSK

Miles from anywhere

THE BOREBERRY

Over 30s nights
No queue for ladies toilet before 8pm
Seats reserved for the elderly
Car park (for CND members only)
Bring your dog

BAREBERRY

THE WORLD FAMOUS

TRENT HOUSE

LEAZES LANE NEWCASTLE
Tel. 261 2154

OTHER PUBS CAN FUCK OFF AND DIE
Yes, Royal wedding bells will be ringing again all over the land as Prince Andrew takes Sarah Ferguson to be his lawful wedded wife.

And on July 23rd the whole nation will be celebrating this wonderful occasion. So we’ve decided to give you, our readers, a genuine once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to join in with the celebrations.

MADE LOVE
To commemorate this truly special day we will be presenting the Royal couple with a splendid wedding gift on behalf of our readers. All you have to do to play a part in this memorable event is send us a small donation towards the cost of the present.

KINKY SEX
A selection of wedding presents are listed on the form below. Choose whichever one you think most suitable for the Royal couple. We’ll add up all your votes and whichever gift proves to be the most popular will be purchased using the money you have donated.

Also, in your own words tell us why you think Andrew and Sarah will make an ideal couple. Whoever sends in the most appealing entry will be invited to go to Westminster Abbey on July 23rd and personally present our splendid gift to the happy couple.

NO COMMENT
So please help us make July 23rd a day to remember for Prince Andrew and his charming bride to be. Make your cheques or postal orders payable to 'Viz Comic' and send them together with the completed form to: Viz Comic Royal Wedding Gift Offer, Viz Comic, Viz House, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE2 2SP to arrive as soon as possible.

Eastenders alien naked sex romp on UFO shock

A leading clairvoyant claimed to have witnessed an amazing sex orgy involving stars of TV’s “Eastenders”.

SPECIAL DAY
And she claimed to have watched as stars from the hit soap opera danced naked on board an alien space ship before making love to creatures from another planet.

“They danced naked around a glowing green light as the spaceship hovered miles above the Earth’s surface”, she revealed.

MOST POPULAR
Later, a beautiful alien girl appeared and “Eastenders” stars were forced to take part in kinky sex acts.

BRIDE TO BE
The BBC were today making no comment on the sex allegations. However clairvoyant Mrs Ethel Gubbins later said that she may have been mistaken.
It’s the warm, brisly, alert letters page with a PRIZE LETTER.

Last Monday I awoke as usual, prepared my lunch and put it with my school books in my satchel. I put on my uniform and merrily skipped off to the local comprehensive school. Imagine my surprise when I remembered I was a 53 year old unemployed gas fitter.

Mr. A. Brindle
Stockport

While reading the classified ads in my local newspaper I came across an advert for a toaster; a bargain at £5. Imagine my disappointment when I rang up only to find that it had already been sold.

Brent Russell
South Devon

I wish people would stop knocking the Post Office. When our front door fell off recently, our friendly postman suggested we get a new one.

C.V.
Bristol

I am 70 years old yet have never experienced a strange or amusing coincidence. Fortunately nor has my brother.

F. Coyle
Hammersmith

Send us your lively letters. Write to “Letterbox”, Viz Comic, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2SP. There’s a prize for the best letter we receive.

Lucky Find

On a recent trip to London I found fifty pence piece lying on the road. If the owner would like to write to me, stating exactly where and when the coin was lost, I will be happy to return it to them.

Mr. J. Randalls
Hamilton

Pound Problem

What a nuisance these £1 coins are. Yesterday I went into a shop to buy some provisions, only to be told that my £1 coin wasn't enough. This never used to happen with the old notes.

Miss F. Carter
Dundee

I am not include more live snooker coverage in your magazine! My favorite player is Eric Bristow. He's such a cheeky, flamboyant character.

Mrs. A. Bredo
Oldham

I thought your readers might like to hear about a rather amusing incident that occurred whilst my husband and I were on holiday in France last year. If anyone is interested perhaps they could send me a stamped addressed envelope.

Mrs. W. Slater
12 Orchard View
Great Park
Rotherhyde
Essex

Uncertainty

I always used to get confused between Robert Dougal the newsreader and Dougal the dog on the Magic Roundabout. It's just as well that neither are on TV so much these days.

S. Ternant
Cumbria

When arranging kitchen furniture avoid placing tables or cupboards directly in front of a fridge or oven as these may prevent the fridge or oven doors from opening properly.

T. Barlow
Chester

When going to the toilet I find it much easier and more pleasant if I remove both my trousers and my underpants before sitting down.

F. Carruthers
Dudley

Look Alike

My husband John bears a remarkable resemblance to a bus driver I once met in Leeds.

Unfortunately I do not have a photograph of the bus driver.

Mrs. T. Allison
Huddersfield

I recently had an accident at work and my face was burned beyond recognition by acid. It's a lucky thing my distinctive red hair survived or my wife would never have recognised me in hospital.

J. Fiddler
Kilmarnock

When arranging kitchen furniture avoid placing tables or cupboards directly in front of a fridge or oven as these may prevent the fridge or oven doors from opening properly.

T. Barlow
Chester

When going to the toilet I find it much easier and more pleasant if I remove both my trousers and my underpants before sitting down.

F. Carruthers
Dudley
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My husband recently lost a leg in a motorcycle accident. My 4 year old son was a little shocked to see him at first but soon regained his composure. "Cheer up daddy", he said. "Your trousers won't cost so much now."

Mrs. E. Roth
Matlock
I have a lovely granddaughter who is 7 years old. However she has not yet said anything funny or repeated any of my phrases in front of people with embarrassing results. Let's hope that she does soon.

Mrs. F. Calderhill
Silloth

By the year 2000 over half the world's population will have emigrated to the moon. And, three in every four households will own a space rocket. These are the astonishing predictions made in a top secret report due to be published this month.

DOLPHINS
And new technology will lead to major changes taking place in the home. Soon robot pets will be common place. Small electric dogs with flashing light bulbs on top of their heads could eventually replace the traditional family pet.

DOGS
Shopping will be made easier too. Vast underwater supermarkets employing hundreds of highly intelligent dolphins will open on the sea bed. Computerised shopping trolleys will push themselves around the store 24 hours a day, doing your shopping, while you play snooker on Mars or stay at home and watch TV.

By the year 2000 over half the world's population will have emigrated to the moon. And, three in every four households will own a space rocket. These are the astonishing predictions made in a top secret report due to be published this month.

DOLPHINS
And new technology will lead to major changes taking place in the home. Soon robot pets will be common place. Small electric dogs with flashing light bulbs on top of their heads could eventually replace the traditional family pet.

DOGS
Shopping will be made easier too. Vast underwater supermarkets employing hundreds of highly intelligent dolphins will open on the sea bed. Computerised shopping trolleys will push themselves around the store 24 hours a day, doing your shopping, while you play snooker on Mars or stay at home and watch TV.

Cross the SNOOKER BALLS and win a Game of Snooker

All the balls have been obliterated from the snooker table pictured on the right. Using your skill and judgement together with information provided, make a cross on the table where you think the exact centre of each ball is.

Remember there are 22 balls in total, although some may have already been potted. Mark each cross with the following letters to indicate the colour of the ball: RE—red, YE—yellow, GR—green, BR—brown, BU—blue, PI—pink and BA—black. Mark the cue ball with the letters CU. If you think a ball has been potted, simply make one less cross on the table.

Whoever pinpoints the exact centre of every ball on the table will win our star prize—a FREE game of snooker courtesy of the Central Snooker Club, Newcastle upon Tyne. And for the six closest runners up there's a fantastic piece of billiard chalk. Each entry is allowed only 22 crosses (one for each ball). Send your completed coupons to: Viz Comic Cross The Snooker Balls competition, Viz House, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2SP, to arrive by no later than 4th July 1986.

In the event of there being no outright winner, we'll just forget about the first prize.

Conditions: Dry and smokey.

Name __________________________
Address __________________________

We've had a bulging mailbag packed full of entries for our fabulous BOTTOM COMPETITION. But unfortunately, we can't show you any of them.

According to the rules of the competition all entries must be taken in a photo booth. So party polaroids and candid holiday snap bottom pictures do not qualify. Unfortunately this has meant that all the entries received to date are disqualified.

DONKEYS
So there's still a terrific chance for all of you to win our first prize—a super packet of Sugar Puffs. And remember, we're giving away stylish pairs of rubber kitchen gloves to the runners up. All you have to do is send a photograph of your bottom, taken in a photo booth, with your name and address written on the back. Send it to Viz Comic Bottom Competition, Viz House, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SP, to arrive by no later than 4th July 1986. And if yours is one of the lucky bottoms drawn out of the hat by former footballer Trevor Brooking, one of our fantastic prizes will be yours! And win or lose, you'll be sure to see your bottom in our next issue.
BIG, BROAD
MASSIVE
AND
HARD

Ossie's
Tattoo Surgery

Established 1962
Piercing Service
Autoclave Sterilisation
Ultrasonic Cleaning
International
Tattoo Artist of
the Year 1984-85
Registered Member of
BTAF, TCGB, ETAA

UK Artist of the Year
PLUS
Studio of the Year 85/86

No person under
18 tattooed
Your work or mine?

Perhaps you should have
gone to a professional,
Darling.

Boo the Wizard

Do you like my tattoo?

Hours: Tues/Wed 12:00 - 5:00pm,
Thurs/Fri 4:00 - 9:00pm,
Sat 10:00am - 5:00pm
8 Byker Bridge Newcastle
Tel (091) 265 3149 & (0632) 320257

PROBLEM CLOTHES?
Not only are Problem Clothes embarrassing,
they can also lead to acute social
difficulties and un-coolness.

DON'T WORRY
Our revolutionary range of
Alternative Clothing has been
especially designed to prevent
Clothing Difficulties.
This scientifically tested
range of trousers, jackets,
shirts, skirts, tops, dresses,
shoes, leather and accessories
is now available throughout
the world.

SEND £1 FOR OUR
COLOUR CATALOGUE
TO: PHAZE 44/46 HIGH BRIDGE
NEWCASTLE NE1 6BX

Visit our shops at:
• North Rd., Milburngate,
  Durham • Linthorpe Rd.,
  Middlesborough
• High Bridge, Newcastle

ALTERNATIVE CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES Tel. Newcastle 618718
Since his last sacking Roger has been finding it difficult getting back into television, but he’s found some work doing a line TV commercial.

Ah, at last. You’re rather late, Roger.

Sorry Bob, I’ve had a touch of the squirts. Must have been that curry last night.

Briefly, this is our product. It’s a new, tasty, nutritious breakfast cereal. We call ‘golden sunflakes’.

Hmm... I’m not too happy with the name... why don’t we go for something a bit more lively?

Yes, quite! Roger, I’d like you to meet our client, Mr. Hollingsworth of the sunbaked cereal co. You must forgive Roger—he has quite a sense of humour!

Hi, Roger Mellie.

Hello.

What about ‘fuckabix’?

Oh God!

Can we get on with it Roger? We’re on air in ten minutes. Have you looked at the script?

Hi folks, I’m Roger Mellie, and I eat this new golden bugger wheat stuff, etc. Who needs a script?

No no no. You just sit at this table, pick up a spoonful of cereal and smile. The soundtrack has already been recorded.

Yeah yeah. Yeah, no problem Bob.

Right. Let’s try a quick rehearsal.

Okay... stand by Roger... 3-2-1... action!

Okay, stand by everyone... 3-2-1... cue Roger... and action!

Listen Roger. You don’t eat the cereal! This is polystyrene! It’s a prop!

Right you are Bob! I’m with you.

Just hold the spoon up and smile, okay? Christ! We’re on air in two minutes.

Okay studio. On air in five seconds... cue Roger... cue soundtrack. 3-2-1... action!

BLOAAARGH!

Burp!

New golden sunflakes—the healthy way to start the day...

Bugger me, Bob! It must have been something I ate!!
LIKE THE PROVERBIAL BAD PENNY,

THE RETURN OF

PAUL WHICKER

THE TALL VICAR

I'LL EITHER HAVE TO START A CAMPAIGN FOR DECENT LICENSING HOURS OR GET BACK INTO THE GOD-FATHERING RACKET.

YOU'LL HAVE TO START A CAMPAIGN FOR DECENT LICENSING HOURS OR GET BACK INTO THE GOD-FATHERING RACKET.

DRIVING A SODDEN BUS!

THIS JOB GIVES ME SEVERE TORSION OF THE TESTES! I DON'T FINISH TILL ONE, AN THAT LEAVES PRECIOUS LITTLE TIME FOR LIBATION!

THOSE SNOTNOSE LITTLE BRATS ARE USING THEIR FELT PENS UPSTAIRS!

O.A.P. BUS PASSES! WHAT A DOG WASTE! THESE DOODERLY OLD SWINE WILL BE WORMFOOD SOON! I OUGHT TO STOP OFF AT THE CANAL AND MAKE FLOATERS OF THE LOT OF 'EM!

I DO HOPE THIS WON'T MAKE ME LATE FOR THE FAMILY PLANNING CLINIC.

COME ON YOU OLD TIMERS! SHAKE A FUCKING LEG! I'VE GOT A DATE WITH A FLAGON OF ALE AND A PAINTED HUSSY.
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COME ON YOU OLD TIMERS! SHAKE A FUCKING LEG! I'VE GOT A DATE WITH A FLAGON OF ALE AND A PAINTED HUSSY.

I NEED A DRINK, EH?
LISTEN HERE BISHOP! THIS IS WHICKER SPEAKIN! REV. FROTTER IS ABOUT TO... ER... I MEAN HAS JUST MET WITH A NASTY ACCIDENT. HE MAY BE EATIN' THROUGH A STRAW IN HOSPITAL FOR QUITE A WHILE!

I WILL IGNORE THAT INSULT YOU SIMEAN SHAGSPOT HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN SOME BEER VOUCHERS?

DON'T SOUNDSO SUSPICIOUS BISH! I JUST THOUGHT I COULD STEP INTO HIS... ER...

NOW TO PLAY THE ACE!

WHICKER! THIS MEANS AGGRO OR IM A DONKEY'S KNOB END!

IM VERY SORRY TO HEAR THAT BUT WHERE DO YOU FIT INTO THIS WHICKER YOU DIRTBAG?

DON'T SOUNDSO SUSPICIOUS BISH! I JUST THOUGHT I COULD STEP INTO HIS... ER...

SURPLICE FOR A FEW WEEKS. GIVE ME A CHANCE TO REDEEM MESELF IN THE EYES OF THE LORD, IF YOU GET MY DRIFT...

NOW TO GET AS PISSED AS A LITTLE BEETLE

I USED TO BE IN THE S.A.S. BUT THEY CHUCKED ME OUT COZ I WAS TOO FICKIN HARD FOR EM!

SO WHAT? MY MAM KNITTED THIS JUMPER FOR ME!

WHICKER, THAT WASENT YOU I SAW COMING OUT OF THE 'LUV-A-RUB' MASSAGE PARLOUR YESTERDAY WAS IT? IM SURE...

NOT A CHANCE WHICKER! I HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN THAT SOCK ON THE BUTTON YOU GAVE ME Y KNOW!!

HMM! ER... THAT WASTNT YOU I SAW COMING OUT OF THE 'LUV-A-RUB' MASSAGE PARLOUR YESTERDAY WAS IT? IM SURE...

MONEY FOR OLD ROPE?

THAT BLOKES ABOUT AS DUMB AS A BOX OF ROCKS! I BET HE WILL SPEND THE CASH ON OLD ROPE!!

ST. BARRY'S CHURCH

TRUST IN THE LORD

THE REV. R. FROTTER

WELL, THAT WAST A PIECE OF PISS EH READERS? IT JUST GOES TO SHOW WHERE A BIT OF VIOLENCE AND BLACKMAIL CAN GET ONE. GOD MOVES IN MYSTERIOUS WAYS!!
The Man Who's Constantly Caught

Last Time Captain Captured VtAb Trapped in a Slowly Filling Vat of CreamoV Foam Which Would Eventually Fill the Room of Cyanide Gas...

...if I can just reach my radio transmitter, I can set it to a frequency that hypnotises rodents...

ON NO! Captain Captured Was Filled into a Room Filled With Squirrels, Gulls, Cockroaches, and Steam Whirling, Bats, Whirligig, Ants, and Killer Bees...

Next: Captain Captured Remains Detained!

A Hospital Spokesman in nearby Illminster Later Confirmed That a Woman in Her Twenties Was Being Treated for a Mild Case of "Our Tune". Although Her Condition Was Described as "Comfortable", Cases of "Our Tune" Have in the Past Resulted in Serious Brain Damage and Occasionally in Premature Death.

Radio-Activity Terror

Fears for Public Safety Are Increasing Following Reports of High Level Radio Activity in the UK. Dangerous Levels of "Radio One" Have Been Reported in Many Parts of Britain. And Department of Environment Officials Have Confirmed a Slight Increase in the Number of Cases of "Gary Davies" Being Reported Recently, Although They Emphasized That Under Normal Circumstances These Did Not Constitute an Immediate Health Risk.

HORROR

Rumours That the Village of Sevington St. Mary in Somerset Had Been Evacuated Following a Chronic Outbreak of "Simon Bates Golden Hour" Have Been Strenuously Denied by the Home Office. However, One Local Described How Ministry of Agriculture Officials Had Destroyed Cattle and Sheep After a Radio Had Been Left Playing in a Nearby Field.

Vegetarians Please Note That at Madeleines Vegetarian Restaurant All Vegetables Are Humanely Killed—None of Them Suffer Any Pain.

Radio-Activity Mutant Death Vigil

Vegetarians please note that at Madeleines all our vegetables are humanely killed—none of them suffer any pain.
At 60 she is the most popular monarch in British history. The longest reigning since Queen Victoria. The most loved, respected and admired lady in the world. She is of course our noble Queen.

Despite her sixty years she remains attractive. More so than many women half her age. Many of today's young girls must enter beauty competitions wishing that they had a fraction of the Queen's charm, style and good looks. In fact, to look at her you wouldn't think she was 60. She looks more like 25.

Remarkable

Her reign has been long and victorious. Even before she came to the throne the nation was indebted to this remarkable lady. For as a wartime services volunteer the young Princess Elizabeth almost single-handedly saved London from the German blitz.

Glorious

There can be little doubt that this truly wonderful lady has the most difficult job in the world. Harder than being an astronaut or deep sea diver. Yet over her glorious 34-year reign she has performed her duties to perfection, far better than anyone else could have done. Shaking hands, visiting foreign countries, talking to lots and lots of people. Often being in two places at once, but always finding time to stop and talk to old ladies.

Charming

But as well as her charm the Queen has nerves of steel, as she showed during a recent visit to a foreign country. Suddenly, her hat blew off. A whole nation held its breath. Millions of TV viewers around the world looked on in silence. Calmly, she caught it, and put it back on her head.

Indestructible

The security hazards of public life have increased many fold in recent years, but the Queen never gives a thought to her personal safety. Indeed, she isn't scared of anything. She would probably have panicked. But not our Queen. "Get out of here at once!" she calmly told the man who was later arrested. He was one visitor who definitely wouldn't be going back to Buckingham Palace in a hurry!

Cameras cannot do her justice

Despite competition from Princess Diana the Queen remains Britain's best dressed woman. Whether in a flowery hat or yellow coat, a sparkling evening gown or yellow coat, she always steals the show. Top photographers all agree that their cameras simply cannot do justice to this fantastic woman.

Brilliant

And like those children we all love the Queen. She is absolutely brilliant, and in this her sixtieth year, we raise our hats and our glasses in wishing her a further one hundred and sixty marvellous years ruling over us.
Pet Sounds IS NOT what you get when you nail a hamster to a wall.

BAM!

"GNEEEEEB!"

It's the name of our shops.

PET SOUNDS RECORDS AND TAPES
New & second hand LPs, singles and EPs bought & sold
Clayton St. West, Newcastle Tel. 610749
36 Frederick St., Sunderland Tel. 2655615

Mandala Wholefoods
MANOR HOUSE RD. JESMOND NEWCASTLE
Mon Tues Wed 9:30-6:00 Thurs Fri 9:30-7:00 Sat 9:30-5:30 Tel. 2810045

Hey Fatties! Why not stuff your faces with something healthy for a change?

Additive free food
Free range eggs
Organically grown fruit & veg.
Widest range of herbs & spices (loose)
Wholesome staff
Late opening Thursday

Totally Over The Top T-Shirts
For the identity seeker - order vis so tasteless we dare not own up in public to printing it.......
Wholesale fans dazzle your customers by ringing 01-229 3684

To order send your name, address, size and choice with a P.O. or cheque for six pounds to: "DEPACT LIMITED" - 181, PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON, W.11. Your shirt will be dispatched in a plain brown wrapper in 28 days. Refund if not totally star-struck!!
EIGHT O'CLOCK! I'D BETTER GET MOVING. PIPPA SAID THE AGENCY HAD A NEW MODELLING JOB FOR ME...

WHY DOES SOMEONE HAVE TO COME TO THE DOOR EVERY TIME I TAKE A SHOWER?

THAT MUST BE THE SUIT PIPPA ORDERED FOR MY NEW JOB.

OH! THAT WIND! WHAT?

SHRIEK! A NAKED MAN! THANK GOODNESS HERE COMES A POLICE OFFICER!

NOW THEN, SIR, YOU REALIZE YOU COULD END UP IN COURT OVER THIS...

LOCKED OUT OF HIS FLAT

THE ROYAL COURT! I'VE TWO TICKETS FOR TONIGHT'S PERFORMANCE!

IT'S A FAIR COP!

I'VE GOT TO BE AT THE MODELLING AGENCY IN TEN MINUTES. FLAT?

DON'T WORRY, I'LL GET YOU THERE.

BUT... MY CLOTHES?

ADMIT IT - AREN'T OUR POLICEMEN WONDERFUL?

I WOULDN'T RIDE WITH ANYONE ELSE!

NOW PERHAPS I CAN GET MY CLOTHES ON...

... AWAY FROM PRYING EYES?

HULLO, WAYNE. LUV. HAVE I GOT AN ASSIGNMENT FOR YOU?

IT'S A BIT STUFFY IN HERE, PIPPA. MIND IF I OPEN THE WINDOW?

WHOOP! THAT WIND AGAIN!

THAT'S THE THIRD TIME THIS WEEK.
17 Prudhoe Place
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Tel 261 9173
Imports arriving every week

COMICS.SCI-FI.CINEMA

SttVLMG HOT MEALS, SANDWICHES, REAL ALE AND MAlsJY IMPOCTED BEERS, WITH A VIDEO JUKt BOX,
OPEN MONDAYS TO SATURDAYS, M AM TIUL 3 PM

CITY HALL COLLEGE STREET NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 1 TEL:322144

EXCUSE ME, IS THIS THE AD FOR THE CONCERT BAR, SERVING HOT MEALS, SANDWICHES, REAL ALE AND MANY IMPORTED BEERS, WITH A VIDEO JUKE BOX, OPEN MONDAYS TO SATURDAYS, 11 AM TILL 3 PM?

SURELY WE CAN COME UP WITH A FUNNIER AD. THAN THAT!

APARENTLY

I WOULDN'T BE SO SURE...

WILLower

Restaurang

BRING YOUR OWN WINE

Good home cooking value for money

Probably the best tearoom in St. Georges Terrace.

35a ST GEORGES TCE. JESMOND Tel. 2813890 .Mon - Fri 8am - 9pm Sat 8am - 5pm
In this uncertain world in which we live, the possibility of a nuclear confrontation is always with us. But if the holocaust did materialise, how would it affect your golf?

Well fear not; the end of civilization as we know it need not necessarily mean premature retirement to the clubhouse for the keen golfer. A post armageddon golfer can still improve his game... even in the depths of a nuclear winter!

Here are the answers to the questions you will be asking:

“What do I do when a nuclear warning is given?”

If a major warning is given, you can bet your life that the sound of moaning from thousands of weekend golfers will rival the big bang itself! Just when you're looking forward to a brisk jaunt around the fairways you have to return to the wife and kids! But it really is safer to return indoors.

“Can I practise in my fallout shelter?”

Obviously conditions in your family refuge room will be pretty cramped, so driving and pitching will, I'm afraid, be rather impractical. But there's no reason why you can't fix up a small practice putting area to while away the time.

“When is it safe to leave the fallout shelter?”

It should be safe enough to leave your refuge room after a few days, and keen enthusiasts should have little difficulty in “getting out of the bunker”(!). Naturally your wife, if she's still alive, may object to your desire for a round of golf at this time, but remember, for your game to improve a constant routine of continuous practice is vital. (Also, remember to dump any dead relatives outside the shelter on your way out).

“Will radioactivity affect my game?”

If you find that it is taking you one or two shots more to reach the green than is usual, your game may have become 'radioactive'. Here are some tell-tale signs of a 'radioactive' game:

LOSS OF FINGERS
After a nuclear explosion you may find that some of your fingers have dropped off. This will almost certainly affect your grip.

LOSS OF VISION
If you cannot see anything at all then you may have been blinded by the nuclear blast. This will almost definitely hinder your ability to judge distances accurately.

GROWTH OF A SECOND HEAD
There is nothing more annoying for the amateur golfer than someone looking over his shoulder when he attempts to play a difficult tee shot. Unfortunately, it happens all too often. However, if you fail to recognize this face as a friend or partner while on your first post nuclear outing round the fairways, then you may have grown a second head. This is a particularly annoying side effect of radiation sickness and is unlikely to help improve your performance. In this case two heads are certainly not better than one!

In the event of a nuclear attack should I return to the clubhouse or should I carry on with my game?

If the nuclear weapon has landed directly on the golf course, there is little point in carrying on with your game. It is most likely that your clubs will have melted, and you yourself will have become a charred lump of tissue indistinguishable from a flagpole. If you do survive, you should return to the clubhouse which, incidentally, may have taken up a new position some miles from the golf course due to the aforementioned hurricane-like blast.
DAMN! I'VE MIS-CUED!

I CANT KEEP MY EYES OFF THAT ATTRACTIVE NEW BARMAID SHE'S BEGINNING TO AFFECT MY CONCENTRATION

WOULD YOU MIND TRYING TO KEEP THE BALLS ON THE TABLE, PAL?

SORRY MATE, I WAS DISTRACTED

Since losing his job at the local factory young Mick Sidebottom had spent two unhappy years on the dole. Lonely and disillusioned with life he whiled away the hours in billiard halls and at his local pub where he had become undisputed champion of the pool table. But the long and uneventful evenings spent playing pool had recently been brightened up by the arrival of an attractive new barmaid, Lucy Jones.
MAYBE IF I BUY ANOTHER DRINK THAT BARMAID WILL SERVE ME THIS TIME

Later...

But...

YES SIR, CAN I BE OF ASSISTANCE?

OH...ERM...J-J-JUST ANOTHER GLASS OF LEMONADE PLEASE.

By closing time Mick had come up with a plan.

SHE SHOULD BE LEAVING ANY MINUTE NOW. I JUST HOPE THIS WORKS.

AHHH MY ANKLE!

IT'S WORKING PERFECTLY

As Lucy approached Mick collapsed dramatically.

EXCUSE ME, DARLING. CAN I OFFER YOU A LIFT?

THAT'S VERY KIND OF YOU.

OH NO! WHERE DID HE COME FROM?

Lucy was driven away in the stranger's car.

MAYBE YOU SHOULDN'T DRINK SO MUCH IN FUTURE, CHUM. HO HO HO!

THAT'S VERY KIND OF YOU.

WHAT'S THE MATTER? CAN I HELP?

EXCUSE ME. DARLING, CAN OFFER YOU A LIFT?
The next day Mick arrived at the pub dressed more smartly than usual. But he was greeted with an unwelcome sight —

I'LL GIVE YOU A GAME, BUSTER!

OH NO! NOT HIM AGAIN. AND HE'S PLAYING POOL TOO! I'LL TEACH HIM A LESSON!

But as Mick prepared to break-off...

UNGHHH! I'VE MISSED THE WHITE BALL COMPLETELY!

OH NO! LUCY IS WATCHING. MY HANDS ARE BEGINNING TO SHAKE ALREADY.

But Mick’s opponent was showing no sign of nerves —

OH NO! HE'S PLAYED BEFORE.

Ball after ball went crashing into the pockets.

CRACK!!!!!
THE EGYPT COTTAGE
CITY ROAD (NEXT TO TYNE TEES TV) NEWCASTLE. Tel. 232 0218

SUNDAYS to WEDNESDAYS 7-00pm till 8-30pm
Brand name GIN * VODKA * WHISKEY * BACARDI
2 SHOTS for £1
plus 10p OFF a pint 70 & 80p., No.3 & Cask Ex.

WIDE RANGE OF REAL ALES
BECKS ON DRAUGHT
GOOD SELECTION OF IMPORTED BEERS
QUALITY LUNCH MENU • REASONABLE PRICES
COZY TRADITIONAL ATMOSPHERE

A REAL ALE PUB • WITH STYLE

THE MAYFAIR - NEWCASTLE
CLUB ANTIPOP
EVERY THURSDAY 9.30-2.00am
"IN FOR A PENNY
- IN FOR A PINT"
Pay only 1p before 10.30pm
and get a FREE PINT
of beer or lager
Every week from May 22nd
till July 3rd (except June 12th)
After 10.30 admission only 50p
BEER & LAGER
60p PINT

THE HOLIDAY OF A
LIFETIME FOR Only £7.00!!
IT'S THE ALL NIGHT SUMMER
BEACH PARTY '86
SATURDAY 28TH JUNE
SOMewhere ON THE NORTHEAST COAST
RETURN COACH FROM NEWCASTLE CITY CENTRE
MUSIC & FIREWORKS • FOOD • EAT UNTIL YOU EXPLODE! POOL • VIDEO GAMES • MARQUIS • BARBEQUED COW!!
FOR FURTHER DETAILS RING TOM OR BOBBY, TYNESIDE (091) 261 2154.

TICKETS £7.00
DISCOUNT TICKETS IF YOU HAVE YOUR OWN TRANSPORT, LIMITED NUMBER OF GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE, ON TEN OR MORE, TICKETS £6 EACH.
WRITE NAME OR CALL THE WORLD FAMOUS TRENTHOUSE, 1 LEazes LANE, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE1
(First come, first served)

The ViT TOP 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Song</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CRY</td>
<td>The Wait</td>
<td>£7.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SOLD DOWN THE RIVER</td>
<td>The Three Johns</td>
<td>£7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>STILL NIGHT AIR</td>
<td>Lies, all lies!</td>
<td>£5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>WORKING MY FINGERS</td>
<td>Watt Govt</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>THE WRATH OF BERK*</td>
<td>Star Truck</td>
<td>£1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FEELS LIKE IT'S LOVE</td>
<td>Makin' Time</td>
<td>48p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PUMP IT UP</td>
<td>Makin' Time</td>
<td>25p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>WINTER</td>
<td>Political Asylum</td>
<td>5p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates a COMPUTER GAME.
Figure on right is the value of the bribe received

In order to make our above advertisement funny we have included the following innuendo, in reference to the gentlemen's lavatory in our main hall: "WE'VE GOT A BIG ONE!"
It wasn't long until the game was over.

**GOOD GAME. GOOD GAME.**

**BUT I THINK YOU NEED A LITTLE BIT MORE PRACTISE, CHUM.**

**THE ROTTEN GIT. I'LL GET HIM BACK FOR THIS.**

As the evening wore on the situation got worse.

**EXCUSE ME... ERM... MISS. COULD I HAVE A GLASS OF L-LEMONADE... AND... ER... HOW AB-B-BOUT A LITTLE SOMETHING FOR YOURSELF?**

**THAT CREEP'S BEEN BUYING HER DRINKS ALL NIGHT. I'VE GOT TO DO SOMETHING.**

**MAYBE IF I BOUGHT HER ONE...**

**I'LL SEE YOU AT CLOSING TIME THEN!**

**OH NO! HE MUST BE TAKING HER OUT AFTERWARDS. MAYBE IF I CAN GET TO HER FIRST THERE'S A CHANCE I COULD CHANGE HER MIND...**

**OH NO! HE MUST BE TAKING HER OUT AFTERWARDS. MAYBE IF I CAN GET TO HER FIRST THERE'S A CHANCE I COULD CHANGE HER MIND...**

**LET'S FACE IT. I DON'T STAND A CHANCE AGAINST HIM. HE'S TALL, DARK AND HANDSOME, AND HE IS LOADED WITH CASH. I SUPPOSE I'M JUST A LOSER.**
But as he approached the door...

Mick hid upstairs in the ladies toilet and after closing time he emerged to confront Lucy and reveal his love for her.

"Ooh! Is that one of your balls?"
"Mmm! It's really hard.
"See if you can get it into the hole.
"How could they?"
"Here - in the pub!"

"I was going to ask you the same question."
"I think I can explain."
"I'll kill them both!!"

"I asked Roy to give me some pool lessons after closing time because I wanted to be able to impress you, Mick."

"Impress me?"

"That's right. Lucy thought that playing you at pool would be the best way of getting to know you."

"LUCY AND I ARE JUST GOOD FRIENDS"

"Of course I was sexually attracted to her at first but I soon realised that she only had eyes for you. You're a very lucky man."

"That sounds like my cue for action!"

"Yes, and from now on I'll take all my lessons from you, Mick."

"THE END"
A CITY HOLDS ITS BREATH AS THE BATTLE COMMENCES. A BATTLE THAT COULD CHANGE ALL DESTINY...

THE BROWN BOTTLE MEETS CIDER WOMAN

A QUIET EVENING'S RELAXATION FOR MILD-MANNERED REPORTER BARRY BROWN IS INTERRUPTED BY REPORTS OF VERBAL ABUSE ON THE CITY'S BUS QUEUES...

THIS CAN ONLY BE THE WORK OF ONE PERSON.

CIDER WOMAN!

BROWN MAKES A DASH FOR A NEARBY PHONE BOX AND IN A FLASH THE BROWN BOTTLE FLEES INTO ACTION!

MEANWHILE, AT A BUS STOP IN THE CITY...

YOU... YOU... YORRA F*CK'N BASTAAD YOU ARE, SON!!

H... H... H... WHO ARE YEE LOOKIN' AT, SONNA? YA BASTAAD!

DIVVUN L-L-LOOK AT ME S-SONNY JIM ME LAD, AYE-AYE-AH KNAAY YEE, PAL!!

THE DUAL COMMENCED...

SUDDENLY... AAAAAH... H... H...

EH?

SAVED, IN THE NICK OF TIME!

GEE WHIZZ, MOMMA! IT'S THE BROWN BOTTLE!

HOWAY THEN Y B-B-B- BASTAAD!

ME B-B-B- BORREL O'B-B-B-BROON'S B-BUST!!

GRRRAAHHH!!

GIRP!

GEEAAAH!

HERE... HOWAY KIDDA... HAVE A SWIG O'THIS... H-H-HOWAY!

I'VE BUST ME B-B-B- BORREL!!

ME B-B-B- BORREL O'B-B-B-BROON'S B-BUST!!

HEY... Y'KNAA WHAT? Y-Y-ME B-BEST PAL, YEE ARE YA F*CKAH!

AND SO THE BATTLE IS OVER. PEACE RETURNS TO THE CITY'S STREETS. BUT FOR HOW LONG? HOW LONG UNTIL NEXT WE MUST CALL UPON THE POWERS OF THE AMAZING BROWN BOTTLE?

AYE... HIC! A-A-AYE!
STICK with VIRGIN

for FREE Records, Compact Discs, Tapes and HUGE DISCOUNTS on VIRGIN Atlantic Flights

For every £5 you spend on records, tapes, compact discs, videos, T-shirts and posters at Virgin stores, we give you one Stick With Virgin stamp.

We also give you a Stick With Virgin stamp book to keep them in.

Collect enough stamps and we’ll exchange them for:
FREE RECORDS, TAPES or COMPACT DISCS or
Up to 50% OFF your return air fare on a Virgin transatlantic flight.

Pick up a leaflet from your nearest Virgin store.
World War 2 fans! NOW YOU CAN RE-CREATE D-DAY IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME! THRILL! As thousands of allied troops confront the Third Reich in your own living room! SWOON! As your front lawn becomes the rugged Normandy coastline! GASP! As you and your family are liberated from the Nazi menace!

In order to avail of this fantastic offer simply fill in the form below and send it, together with a cheque or postal order for £6,000,000 to: OPERATION OVERLORD, COMMAND, HEADQUARTERS, P.O. Box 544, SCUNTHORPE, ENGLAND.

I wish to be liberated from the Nazi menace.
Name __________________________
Address _________________________
________________________________________________________________________

I enclose a cheque for £6,000,000.

I am over 97 years old.

Unfortunately, due to the crucial element of surprise involved in operations of this type, the exact timing of any proposed invasion is entirely at the discretion of Operation Overlord Ltd.
DESPITE BEING BORN HALF-MAN, HALF-FISH, young Billy Thomson had made the goalkeepers' jersey at Fulchester United his own...

HAHA HA! WE WIN AND YOU loose, Thomson!

BUT SURELY IT'S THE BEST OF THREE?

THAT'S RIGHT, Fulchester to call...

THE NEXT ONE'S THE DECIDER!

THE NEXT DAY, as the victorious Fulchester side headed for their training ground...

HAVING LED BY A GOAL TO NIL IN THEIR VITAL CUP REPLAY WITH RESERVOIR POKERS, Fulchester had been the victims of a harsh refereeing decision when, in the dying seconds of the game, the ball had burst. The match was abandoned and a coin was tossed to decide the next round. The referee won, and it seemed that Billy Thomson's Fulchester side were out of the cup.

WITH LAST NIGHT'S VICTORY UNDER THEIR BELTS, WE'LL TAKE SOME STOPPING IN TOMORROW'S EUROPEAN CUP CLASH WITH BONGO GDAZA

YES, BUT IN THE HIGHLY CHARGED ATMOSPHERE OF THE ENORMOUS GDAZA STADIUM, the botswana league champions are never an easy nut to crack, std.

WHY DON'T WE TRAIN ON THE PITCH AT FULCHESTER STADIUM?

GREAT IDEA, BILLY!!!

BUT THIS IS THE FULCHESTER UNITED TRAINING CAMP...

NOT NOW IT ISN'T. THIS IS A NEW MULTI-STOREY CAR PARK WE BUILT IT YESTERDAY.

I BOUGHT THE LAND FOR £50 FROM A SUSPICIOUS LOOKING GENTLEMAN IN A SHEEPSKIN COAT.

YES, BUT IN THE HIGHLY CHARGED ATMOSPHERE OF THE ENORMOUS GDAZA STADIUM, the botswana league champions are never an easy nut to crack, std.

THIS IS THE WORK OF GUS PARKER, EVIL BOSS OF OUR ARCH ENEMIES, GRIMTHORPE CITY.

THIS IS THE WORK OF GUS PARKER, EVIL BOSS OF OUR ARCH ENEMIES, GRIMTHORPE CITY.

YES, AND IT LEAVES US WITH NOWHERE TO TRAIN IN PREPARATION FOR TOMORROW'S EUROPEAN CUP TRIP TO DISTANT BOTSWANA

BY THE TIME THE TEAM ARRIVED...

AH, MR BROWN. WE'RE JUST FOUND SOMETHING BURIED ON THE PITCH.

AN UNEXPLODED BOMB IS IT?

NO, I THINK YOU'D BETTER TAKE A LOOK AT IT...

GOOD GOD! WHAT IS IT?

IT'S ENORMOUS!!
SOMEWHERE OVER THE NORTH SEA

IT LOOKS LIKE SOME KIND OF SPACESHIP, TOMMY!

WELL, WHATEVER IT IS, WE'RE NEVER GOING TO SHIT IT IN TIME FOR A TRAINING SESSION AT THIS AFTERNOON!

BUT IN THE DIRECTOR'S BOX HIGH ABOVE THE GROUNDS, MILLIONAIRE POP STAR CHAIRMAN MICK STONES LOOKS ON WITH INTEREST.

HA HA HA! THAT IS THE LEAST OF YOUR WORRIES! BECAUSE BILLY THOMAS HAS PLAYED HIS LAST GAME FOR FULCHESTER UNITED!!

IT WILL BE MILLIONS OF MILES AWAY, AND IN THE RED SHIRT OF DYNAMO MARS!

MEANWHILE, AT GOMERPIKE CITY, EVIL BOSS AUS PARKER IS PLANNING A EUROPEAN BREAK FOR HIS PLAYERS.

IS THAT EVERYTHING, WOLF?

YEAH, I'VE GOT THE PLANE TICKETS, SCARVES, HATS, BASEBALL BATS AND 26,000 CANS OF BEER.

EXCELLENT! DRESSED IN THESE OUTFITS OUR PLAYERS WILL BE ABLE TO MINGLE WITH THE GENUINE FULCHESTER SUPPORTERS.

BUT WITH OUR MINDS POISONED BY ALCOHOL, WE WILL BECOME LIKE ANIMALS, BRINGING THUGGISH, VIOLENCE AND DESTRUCTION ONTO THE STREETS OF GOATA!

HA HA HA! GLUG GLUG GLUG!!

THE NEXT MORNING, FULCHESTER BOARD THE PLANE FOR BOTSLAVIA

THE LADS HAVEN'T TRAINED FOR 2 DAYS, THEY'RE OUT OF CONDITION.

NOT TO WORRY. I TOOK THE PRECAUTION OF HAVING A DOZEN EXERCISE BIKES LOADED ON BOARD. BY THE TIME WE REACH DISTANT BOTSLAVIA, THE LADS WILL BE IN TIP-TOP CONDITION.

SOON FULCHESTER WENT AIRBORNE.

AT THE END OF NINETY MINUTES, IT'LL BE THE TEAM THAT SCORES THE MOST GOALS THAT'LL WIN THE GAME.

IT'S A FUNNY GAME. ELEVEN MEN AGAINST ELEVEN MEN. IF WE GO OUT THERE AND PLAY FOOTBALL, WE'RE IN WITH A CHANCE AT THE END OF THE DAY. WHAT DO YOU THINK, SYD?

$YD? ARE YOU ALRIGHT?

WAIT A MOMENT!!

THAT'S NOT COACH SYD PRESTON! THIS IS A LIFE-SIZE DUMMY, PACKED WITH EXPLOSIVES!!

AND IT'S SET TO GO OFF AT ANY MOMENT!!

SOMEBODY OVER THE NORTH SEA...

IS THIS THE END FOR FULCHESTER UNITED? AND WHAT WILL BECOME OF THE MARTIAN'S PLAN? IS THE UNACCEPTABLE FACE OF BRITISH SOCCER ABOUT TO REAR ITS HEAD ON THE STREETS OF BOTSLAVIA?

DON'T MISS THE NEXT ISSUE!
What have the following people all got in common?

1. They’re all dead 2. We don’t sell their records

Answer: 1. They’re all dead. 2. We don’t sell their records.
SAVE TIME & TROUBLE

& CUT OUT SHOPPING STRESS

Take out a subscription and receive your copy of Viz Comic through the letterbox direct from our printers. Get your copy days before everyone else, and improve your health by avoiding the stress and strain of modern day shopping.

It costs only £5.20 to have six consecutive copies (a year's supply) delivered by post. Send a cheque or postal order payable to 'Viz Comic' to: Viz Comic Subscriptions, 328 Kensal Road, London W10 5XJ. (This address is for subscriptions only).

You can have more than one copy of each issue delivered if you like. If you want to order an extra copy for a friend or your granny, send an extra £4.10 for each additional copy you require. Remember, a subscription to Viz Comic makes an ideal birthday gift, wedding present etc.

Overseas rates: Send £9.00 sterling for 6 issues. Add £6.00 for additional copies. South Africa — send £28.90 for 6 issues.

BACK ISSUES

The following terrific value for money once in a lifetime back issues are available at unbeatably fantastic low, low prices from our BACK ISSUES ADDRESS only, which is The Viz Comic Back Issue Bargain Basement, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2SP.

No. 12a Large, pink and throbbing, with highlights of issues 5 and 6. A double dose of Paul Whicker The Tall Vicar, Billy Britain, Tommy 'Banana' Johnson (Dutch Euromix) etc. ................................................................. 55p
No. 13 Quite rightly banned by The Sunday Mirror for its disgraceful photo-romance 'Too Young To Love'. Also includes P.C. Victor Foxrott, Billy Bragg and a great pair of Duran Duran paper underpants ........................................ 80p
No. 14 With new 'Two Way' Lemon Freshness, a page 'Mad Doctor' pull out, Bottom Inspectors, Felix And His Amazing Underpants etc. Plus a thrilling ghost story ........................................ 80p
No. 15 A big fat festive issue, containing Billy's Bollocks, Big Vern, The Cauliflower Mystery, Mr Logic and a 'new look' upside down page 26 ............ 80p
No. 16 Incorporating 'Graphic Violence'. With Norman's Knob, Billy Bananhead, SWANT and Dr. Bolus And The Revenge Of The Voodoo Spiders. THRILL as Shakin' Stevens signs for Fulchester United! ............. 80p
No. 17 The magazine with a delicious 'Crispy Batter' coating. With the Bottom Competition, Tina's Tits, a double 'fat bastard' centrespread, Johnny Fastpants plus Dudley Dog & The Thrillville Bunch go off on search of mystery and adventure ................................................................. 90p

A VALUABLE ADDITION TO YOUR SUMMER WARDROBE

These quality white cotton shirts are only available through this AD. NOT IN SHOPS.

RIGHT OFF THE PRESS

SPECIAL

SEND £4.75 + 25p TOWARDS P+P FOR EACH SHIRT YOU ARE REQUIRING. MAKE CHEQUES + POSTAL ORDERS CROSSED AND MADE PAYABLE TO HOUSE OF VIZ. STATE SIZE AND THE SHIRT YOU WANT, AND SEND YOUR ORDER TO: —

DEPARTMENT T, VIZ HOUSE, 16 LILY CRESCENT, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE2 2SP.

ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. PROBLEMS? RING US ON (091) 2816777. AT PRESENT THERE ARE NO OTHER DESIGNS AVAILABLE.

VIZ COMIC No. 11. June 1986. © Allied Chris Donald / The Simon Donald Trust. All rights reserved. No part of this magazine can be reproduced without the permission of the Publishers. Editorial Address: Viz House, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2SP. Tel: Tyneside (091) 281 6777 (office hours only). All distribution enquiries to PERIODICALS IN PARTICULAR, 1 Prince Of Wales Passage, Hammersmith, London W1J 3EF. Tel. (01) 384 4000. Viz Comic is available through all Virgin Record Shops. Ask your newsagent to stock it. Tell him it's dead good and all your friends want to buy a copy. Editor: Billy Bannister. Assistant Editor: Harry Handrail. Contributors: Biz, Arthur Matthews, Dave Smith, Graham Dury, Rodger Radio, Tim Quinn & Lew Stringer. Brent Russell, Fintan Coyle, Les Heywood, John Armstrong. New contributions will be welcomed, but thrown away if they're no good. Send photocopies, not artwork, or typed scripts. Please enclose a SAE.
HERE IT IS!
YOUR FREE FLEXI-DISC!
-- A GREAT NEW ADDITION TO YOUR RECORD COLLECTION

FREE FLEXI-DISC
Cut around outside of disc and make a hole in the middle.

IMPORTANT
IN ORDER TO PROTECT YOUR STYLUS
DO NOT PLAY THIS RECORD

AT THE HAIRDRESSERS
Roger Radio + Jilly Jargon '84

Hmm!

Cup of Coffee, Luv?

Ooh, yes please!

Snip! Snip! Snip!

Snip!